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Dr. MAX FREI, biologist, specialist in micro-traces, is a criminologist of international
renown, consulted by European police in criminal investigations. Professor of
Criminology at the University of Zurich, Dr. Frei founded the Zurich Police Scientific
Laboratory and was director of it until his retirement. His discovery of pollen on the
Shroud was a signal breakthrough in confirmation of the relic's itinerary and authenticity.
Dr. GILBERT R. LAVOIE is on the staff of the Faulkner and New England Deaconess
Hospitals and is Clinical Instructor at Tufts Medical School. After 2 years as Chief of the
branch of Epidemiology at the U.S. Army Headquarters Medical Command in Europe,
Dr. Lavoie served in Bangladesh as consultant for the Smallpox Eradication Program.
His collaborators on this article were; his wife Bonnie Lavoie, Ph.D.; John Regan, R. Ph.;
and the Rev. Daniel Klutstein, who completed the Hebrew translations.
Don LUIGI FOSSATI, S.D.B. is a prolific writer whose major work, La Santa Sindone:
Nuove Luce su Antichi Documenti, 1961 (The Holy Shroud: New Light on Ancient
Documents) presents his vast and minute research principally concerning the famous
polemics between the Charny family and Pierre d'Arcis, Bishop of Troyes. Of enormous
value also is his Breve Saggio Critico di Bibliografia e di Informazione sulla Santa
Sindone, 1978, a chronological listing and resume of sindonological material published
worldwide between 1936 and 1978.
Mons. GUILIO RICCI, archivist at the Vatican Congregation for Bishops, is honorary
Vice President of the Holy Shroud Guild and President of the Rome Center for Shroud
Studies. For three decades he has studied the Shroud and authored innumerable works
about it. His major work translated into English is The Holy Shroud, 1976.

Erratum: In SPECTRUM #2, pg. 15, the capitalized word "syndoines" should have read
"sydoines", as it is correctly spelled just above. Obvious as the error is, it eluded detection
in proof-readings, and we apologize to Dr. Dembowski for the inaccuracy, and to our
readers for any momentary perplexity it may have caused.

